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Abstract 

This report considers the acoustic interaction between the acoustic freld rn a borehole and the elastic field in 
the surrounding formation. The problem with acoustic-seismic radration of energy from a source in a fluid filled 
borehole with a drrllstring surrounded by an elastic formation of infrnrte extent is first consrdered. The exact 
solution is established and simplified expressions are derived for the low frequency case. The source produces a 
compressional field and a shear wave field. The compressional field has a maximum value at the direction 
perpendicular to the axis of the borehole, the shear field will in most cases has a maximum approxtmately at an 
angle of 45". However, in special cases the radiation out into the formation may be completely dominated by 
shear radiation in a very narrow angle. Secondly, the response of a sensor in the borehole due to an incoming 
plane wave is considered and the complete solution valid for all frequencres is determined. Numerical examples 
shows that the receiving response can be very complicated and composed of several modes and each of them 
may have strong resonances. 

1. Introduction 
In many instances borehole measurements are used to determine in situ values for the geo-acoustic properties of 
marine sediments, either cross-hole measurements or in-hole measurements. Correct interpretation of such 
results requires an understanding of how acoustic energy in a fluid filled borehole is coupled to the field in the 
formation in reception and transmission, both in time and frequency domain. This is particularly important with 
so high frequencies that wavelengths approximately equal the diameter of the hole. 

This paper presents theory and examples of transmitting and receiving responses in boreholes. First, we study 
the field set up in the formation due to a cylindrical source in the borehole. Secondly, we consider the response 
of a sensor in the borehole due to a plane wave arriving at an arbitrary angle In the formation. 

T h ~ s  study 1s based on prevlous works reported In the literature The axlsymmetrlc r a d ~ a t ~ o n  from a 
c y l ~ n d r ~ c a l  source In a homogenous elastlc format~on has been treated by Heelan [ I ] ,  Abo-Zena [ 2 ] ,  Lee and 
Balch [3] and W ~ n b o w  [4] Lee [5] extended to non axlsymmetrlc excltatlon The recelver problem has been 
thoroughly ~nves t~ga ted  by Schoenberg [6] and h ~ s  formulat~ons were later used by Peng et al [ 71 to study 
borehole effects on downhole selsm~c measurements as funct~on of frequency, angle of ~ncldence and 
polarization Borehole coupllng and resonances were d~scussed by Lowell and Hornby [8] In the axlsymmetrlc 
case wlth a sensor on the axls of the borehole We extend the theory to ~nclude a hard dr~llstrlng In the borehole 
and nonaxlsymmetrlc sensor locat~ons and we focus the attention to so h ~ g h  frequenc~es that borehole resonances 
may play important roles 

2. Mathematical modeling 
Consider a cylindrical borehole with a coaxial drillstring with radius respectively a and b, Figure 1. The 
surrounding formation is assumed to be elastic and homogenous with P-wave and S-wave velocities V ,  and V,$ 
and density p .  Between the drillstring and the formation there is a fluid with sound velocity V ,  and density p, . 
On the drillstring there is mounted a cylindrical source with same radius as the drillstring and with length L. For 
simplicity we shall in the following assume that the length L is short compared with the wavelength so that 
transmitter directivity can be neglected. 
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Figure1 . Model. 

2.1 Transmitter 
The radiated waves in the formation are described by a scalar potential for the compressional wave and a vector 
potential for the shear wave. In this axisymmetric problem the vector potential has only one component and 
therefore the fields can be described by two scalar functions @ and In cylindrical coordinates the solution to 
the wave equations for the radiated waves in the formation are 

4 = ~Hh~ ' (y , , r )  exp(io r - ikz) 

= B ~ , ( ~ ' ( ~ , r ) e x ~ ( i w t  - ikz) 
Without the presence of a source the field in the fluid is 

HA') ( )  and H!~)(.) are Hankel functions of the second kind, order zero and one, representing outgo~ng radiated 
P- and S-waves. J,,(.) and No(.) are the Bessel and Neumann funct~ons. The axial wavenumber IS k and the 
radial wavenumbers are Y, and Y,, for P and S-waves In the format~on, the rad~al  wavenumber 1n the f l u ~ d  

annulus IS yt The tlme dependency exp(rwt) will hereafter be assumed and om~tted.  

Y; = ( @ / ~ , , ) ~ - k ~  

Y: = ( ~ / v , ) ~  - k 2  

yf = ( w / ~ , ) ~ - k ~  

The source function has the form 

Q is a measure of the source strength and related to the volume displacement of the source V (m') by 
v Q=-- 1 

2~~ b H:~' ( y t  b) 

In the equations above A ,  B , A. and Bo are unknown coefficients and functions of wavenumber and frequency . . 
to be determined by the boundary conditions. These require continuity of normal stress and displacement on the 
surface of the drillstring and at the borehole wall. We shall assume that the drillstring is infinitely hard so that 
the displacement at the surface of the drillstring is zero. Having found the coefficients the wave fields are 
determined by integration over axial wave numbers k . 

The pressure in the borehole fluid is 

The radial and tangential displacements in the formation are 



The expressions above are valld for all frequenc~es and used for numer~cal calculat~on For low frequenc~es 
one can develop approximate results that are more suited to glve ~ n s ~ g h t  In the phyalcal processes The low 
frequency results are v a l ~ d  as long as the flrst resonance frequency ot the tundamental mode 1s h~gher  and 
outs~de  the band of excltatlon of the transmlttlng element Thls w ~ l l  be discussed more later To  a r r ~ v e  at the low 
frequency approxlmatlon ~t IS first assumed that only the farf~eld solut~on Ir ot ~ntereat and therefore the Hankel 
functrons In (6), (7) and (8) are replaced with thelr asymptotic values tor lalge arguments 191 Furthermore, the 
integrals are approx~mated w ~ t h  t h e ~ r  statlonary phase value [ l o ]  New components ot the d~splacements are 
introduced by 

UR = U, sin 6 + u, cos6 

u6 = U ,  cos6- U ,  sin 6 

and the Hankel functions are replaced with their low frequency approximations. The end result of this is that the 
transmitted field in the formation is decomposed into two parts. A compressional field with a particle 
displacement in the direction of propagation of 

and a shear wave with particle displacement normal to the direction of propagation 

R is the distance from the center of the source to the field point (Figure I). 

The pressure in the borehole is by the same approximation 

This is the so called tube wave propagating In the cylindrical annulus between the drillstring and the formation. 
The low frequency approximation to tube wave velocity, which also appears in (10) and (I  I ) ,  1s 

Normally the tube wave velocity is lower than the shear and compress~onal wave velocities ~n the formation and 
the tube wave sets up an evanescent field in the formation which is not included In (10) and ( I  I ) .  

2.2 Receiver 
We will determine the response of a sensor at the surface of the drillstring due to an incoming plane P-wave or 
SV-wave (vertically polarized shear wave). The calculation of the receiver response is almost the same for the 
two cases, we outline the derivation for an incoming plane P-wave. The transmitting problem we studied 
previously is an axisymmetric problem but the receiving problem is not, because of the incoming plane wave and 
the assumption that the receiving sensor may be in an non-axial position and located on the surface of the 
drillstring. We consider an incoming plane P-wave with velocity amplitude U, frequency w , Incident angle 6 ,  
and azimuth angle 0 (Figure I). The plane incoming wave is expressed as a sum of cylindrical waves [9] 
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The incoming wave sets up a field in the borehole 

and two scattered waves in the format~on, one SV-wave expressed as 

and a scattered P-wave 

In the expressions above I$, i$, and 5 are scalar displacement potentials. There are now four unknown 

coefficients, A,, a, ,  B,, and D,, that are determined by the same boundary conditions as before and, in 
addition, the tangential stress is zero at the borehole wall. 

The pressure in the borehole is po = p l  w 2 $ /  and examples of numerical solutions for the pressure in the . . 
borehole will be presented later. In the same way as for the transmitter problem one can derive simple 
expressions for the receiver response in the low frequency case. Each mode must be treated separately, for the 
fundamental mode m=O the low frequency approximation of the pressure on a sensor at r=h for an incoming P- 
wave in the formation with a displacement amplitude U ,  is 

With an incoming plane SV- wave with displacement amplitude U ,  the pressure will be 

The solutions (18) and (19) are the reciprocal solutions to the transm~tting responses of (10) and (1 I). 

3. Numerical results 
In t h ~ s  section we w ~ l l  presents numer~cal results of transmlttlng and ~ e c e l v ~ n g  lesponses In boreholes The 
parameters of the examples are glven In Table I 

Parameter Format~on 1 Format~on 2 
P-wave veloc~ty 3500 m/s 5000 m/s 
S-wave veloc~ty 2000 m/s I000 m/s 
Dens~ty of tormat~on 2500 kg/m3 2500 kg/m3 
F l u ~ d  veloc~ty l SO0 mls 1.500 m/\ 
F l u ~ d  dens~ty  1300 kg/m' I000 kg/m7 
Borehole radius 

Drillstring radius 0.08 m 0.05 m 

Table 1. Parameters for the numerical examples 



3.1 Transmitting response 

Figure 2 shows the transmitted field in a Formation I of Table 1 which may be typical for a rather hard and fast formation. 
Figure 2a shows the directivity patterns for the compressional and the shear components of the particle displacements. The 
compressional displacement has a maximum perpendicular to the borehole axis, the shear component has a maximum at 
approximately 45" in this case. The directivity patterns are normalized so that the maximum compressional displacement is 
set equal to unity, the figure therefore shows that maximum amplitude of the shear displacement may be larger than the 
maximum amplitude of the compressional displacement. Figure 2b shows an illustration of the evolving radiated field in 
time and space. The scales are in meters and the field is shown out to a distance of 12 meters from the source. The 
transmitted signal is a short Ricker pulse and the figure shows a snapshot of the Field at a time T = 3 ms after the 
transmission. The two components traveling with the compressional and shear speeds respectively are clearly seen. 

The d~rect lon for maxlmum shear d~splacement IS glven by the value ot tube wave veloclty o t  (13) When t h ~ s  
veloc~ty 1s much h ~ g h e r  than the shear veloclty of the surrounding formatloo the dlrect~on of maxlmurn shear 
dlsplacement will be close to 45', as can be seen trom ( I  I) In most ?Ituatlons t h ~ s  w ~ l l  be the case and F~gure  2 
1s representative for the normal case w ~ t h  a tube wave veloclty of v, = 1078 m / s ,  much smaller than the shear 
wave veloclty of v, = 2 0 0 0 m l s  However, there are cases where (13) glves a value tor the tube wave veloc~ty 
that exceeds the shear wave veloc~ty In the format~on. Physrcally t h ~ s  rneans that there no longer exlst a gu~ded  
tube wave In the borehole slnce the tube wave 1s r a d ~ a t ~ n g  out In the tormat~on lnalnly In the dlrect~on glven by 

An example of this is shown in Figure 3 for the parameters of Formation 2 in Table I. The radiation is totally 
dominated by shear radiation at a very narrow angle given by ( 1  8). in this case v, = 1033 m 1 s ,  v ,  = 1000 m I s 
and tjm, = 145". On the scale used in Figure 3b the compressional field would not have been visible. 

PARTICLE DIPUCEMENT 

I I I 
-3 -2 -I 0 1 2 1 6 0 

B m M e  .ns - m 
-10 

Balehie us- m 

Figure 2 Transmitting response in Formation I 

Figure 3 Transmitting responses in Formation 2 
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3.2 Receiving response 

A computer code has been developed that can compute the full wavefor~n fielll in tlie borehole h!. ( l i ) .  hoth in  time and 
frequency domain for any type of incoming plane wave. Figure 1 shows an erc;~nlple o f  tlie output fro111 this program. The 
incoming P-wave has the form of a Ricker \vuvelet nnd the incidence angle is S = K 1 2  . The ti111e s~gn;il o f  the incoming 
wave is shown in the upper right panel and its frequency spectru~n is sIio\v11 ill I t~ \ \ c r  riglit panel. T i l t  t i ~ i l r  response of n 
sensor located on the drillstring at r = h and 8 = 0 is slio\vn in tlie upper left ~ianel a l ~ ~ l  the f i-equc~ic~ response for tlie 
borehole signal is shown in  the lower left pnncl. 'The received signal is qu~tc c~implic;ltc~l ;tnJ zp~-cacl out in titne. the 
frequency spectra indicates a nu~nber o f  sharp re\on;inces. 

RICKER PULSE RESPONSE RICKER PULSE 
I 1 

, 0 5  
n 3 

0 

2 
+ - 0 5  

-1 -1 L* 
0 1 2 3 4  0 1 2 3 4  

TIME - MS TIME - MS 

5000 10000 0 5000 
FREQUENCY - HZ FREQUENCY - HZ 

Figure 4. The response of n sensor o11 tlic driII\tr~ng cau\cll h! ;III II~COIIIIII~ ~>littlc I'-\~;I\.c ;~rri\,ing (I.0111 
8 = 0 and 6 =IT 1 2  . SLII~III~;I~I~I~ of ~iiodes 111 = {O.. . . 5) 

Equation 15 shows that the responhe of ;I henhor locatcll at i111 a~iguliir ~ i o \ i t i o ~ l  0 111 rc\1)ect 1 0  IIIC dircct io~l o f  tlle 
incoming wave is given by il suln o f   node tilnctions l',,, ( 1 )  \veiglltctl h!. tllc co\lnc 01' lllc ;~ligul;~r scll;l~-atton hetween the 
direction of the incoming wave and sensor pmition. Tliercfore tlie recei\ctl t i~ l lc  \ig1i;11 of :I \CII\O~ C;III he ex1>rcssed as 

I n  prlnc~ple the nutnber of ~iiodes 1s infin~tc. in priictlce only o ~ i lo l lc \  arc \~gni l ' ica~lt .  'l'lic tiunihcr ol'\lgnit.tcnnt 11lodes 
depends on the pnralneters of the for~nnt~on. the \11c of the boreliolc. tlic drtII \trlng ;rl,tl the Srccl~~cncy \pecrrum. For 
realistic parameters, e.$ as given in  Table I. tile nu~iiher of  slgnihcant ~ i t o ~ l c \  nl,i! he c1~11tc \~nal l  'l'hls i\ illustrnted in 
Figure 5, showing the t in i t  and frequency fuunctions for the first h 111otlcs. 111 = (0: , .  5 )  for lllc \ainc ex;umple as in  Firrure 

4. The sum o f  the traces of Figure Sa yields the received signal slio\v~l in t l ~ c  upper lc l l  p;~ncl o f  17ig~rrc 4. In  this case only 
the first 3-4 modes itre significant. 



F I ~  5. Mode functions for modes m = (0, . 5) Parameter set no 2, Table 1 

MODE FUNCTIONS MODE SPECTRUM FUNCTIONS 

a) Time funct~ons, b) Frequency spectra funct~ons. 
The received signal may have a number of resonances caused by wavegu~de modes In the t lu~d annulus between the 

drillstring and the format~on. Borehole resonances were discussed by Lowell and Hornby [a], but only resonances In the 
received signal of a sensor at the center of a borehole w~thout drillstring. In that case only the tundamental mode m=O 
contributes. For a sensor pos~tioned non-symmetrically In the borehole there will be a number ot d~fferent v~brational 
modes, each with potent~ally many resonance frequencies. From Figure 5b it can be observed that the modes m= 5 . 4  and 3 
have sharp resonances at the approximate frequenc~es of 4.2 kHz, 3.2 kHz and 2.1 kHz respect~vely and mode m=2 has a 
weaker resonance at approx~mately 1.25 kHz The resonances are caused by poles In the transfer tunct~on and are glven by 
the zeroes of the deterrmnant of the set of llnear equations that determines the unknown coeffic~ents The expression for 
the determinant is quite complicated and requlres numerical analysis. However, an understanding IS obtained by 
considering the simpler case, where both the drillstrlng and the format~on are infinitely hard With t h ~ s  boundary cond~tion, 
the radial displacements equal zero at radtus r = a and r = b  . The characterlstlc equation for borehole modes can easlly 
be obtained from (2) and attains the form 

6 

5 

4 

P 
W 0 

Consider first the fundamental mode m=O. The first zero of (22) occurs when y, a = O and glves the mode normally 

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
TIME - MS FRQUENCY - Hz 

6 

3- 

referred to as the Stoneley mode or the tube wave mode. The second zero for m=O is for yra = 1 1.6 for the values of a, b 

5 

8 
1 

0 

-1 

and Vf of Formation 1 in Table 1. For normal incidence, S = a 1 2  , this mode gives a resonance frequency where the 

n 

th~ckness of the annulus (a-b) 1s approx~mately equal to half the wave length In the t lu~d Thls IS normally a qulte h ~ g h  
frequency, In the current case the resonance frequency IS 25 2 kHz, whlch 1s out51de ot the trequency range covered by the 
lncomlng wave. Therefore the approximate low frequency result derlved for the tran\mlsslon response IS val~d up to qulte 
h ~ g h  frequencles. The fact that the mode m=O IS only sl~ghtly d~spers~ve means that ~ t s  waveform 1s nearly an exact replica 
of the lncomlng wave The resonances of the h~gher modes may occur at rather low trequenc~es whlch 15 Important for the 
shape of the recelvlng responses For mode m=l (22) predlcts a resonance at 2 7 kHz whlch 1s d~ttlcult to recognize In 
Figure 5. However, in the low frequency approxlmatlon the time funct~on ot thls mode 1s the negatlve tlme derlvat~ve of 
the time signal of mode m=O (Schoenberg, [6]) The resonance frequenc~es are also dependent on the angle 6 and the 

4 n A 
!2 3 
W a 
0 2 z 

1 

0- 

-1 

dependency is easily determined from (3). When f,,(6 = 7c / 2) is any resonance frequency for normal incident wave, thls 
resonance will for any other Incident angle move to the frequency 

It follows from (21) that the total response w ~ l l  be quite different depend~ng on the angular poutlon of the sensors 
w ~ t h  respect to the lncomlng wave. T h ~ s  fact IS ~llustrated by the s~mula t~on  In F~gure  6 wh~ch ~ h o w s  the responses 
of 8 sensors located at  equal spaclng of 45" on the surface of the dr~ l l s t r~ng ,  the lncomlng plane P-wave arrlves at 
angle of 8," = -20" with respect to the posit~on of sensor no. 0. 
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RECEIVED SIGNALS 

-11 ' 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

TIME - MS 
Fig. 6 Simulated received time signals on 8 equally spaced sensors. 

Plane wave arriving with O,,, = -20' and 6 = 90' 

4. Conclusions 
The radiation and receiving responses for acoustic sources and receivers in fluid-filled boreholes have been 

studied theoretically and numerically. 
Approximate expressions for the radiation from a cylindrical source have been derived. These are valid for 

frequencies lower than the first resonance frequency of the fundamental mode, which cover most frequencies of 
interest. 

The receiver response of a non axially position sensor on the drillstring due to an incoming plane wave has 
been established and solved numerically. The results show that the high frequency response is very complicated 
and composed of many vibrational modes and that the higher modes may have strong resonances at relative low 
frequencies. 
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